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Transcript

Thank you very much for giving me this valuable opportunity to send my
message about human rights abuse in the time of COVID-19. My name is
Masayasu Inoue, Professor Emeritus of Osaka City University
Medical School. My specialty is Molecular Pathology and Medicine.

The pandemic was used as a false pretext by the WHO to drive
vaccinations of all peoples in the world. A plan was set up to shorten
the time to develop vaccines, which usually takes longer than ten years
to less than one year. Operation Warp Speed. This operation was used
to cover up the misconceptions of the genetic vaccines. Under the
pretext of saving time, an extremely dangerous method was
selected.

That is, intramuscular injection of viral genes to produce toxic spike
proteins directly in human tissues to stimulate immune system.
Because this is a completely new method and misconceived method
that has never applied before in human history, it is impossible,
therefore, for most of doctors to give proper informed consent.
However, due to irresponsible government and media campaigns to
promote vaccines, 80% of the Japanese has been vaccinated.

Unfortunately, seven shots have been done so far. This is the most and
worst in the world. And the result was the induction of the terrible
drug induced injury that has never seen in human history. I believe
that the fraudulent use of experimental gene therapy to healthy people,
particularly to healthy children, is an extreme violation of human
rights. However, Keizo Takemi, Japanese Minister of Health, Labor and
Welfare, has been insisting that there is no serious concern about the
injury caused by genetic vaccines. And without learning from the
current situation of injured patients, they plan to construct a new vaccine
production system in preparation for the next pandemic. This is an
unbelievable, crazy situation.

The Japanese government is first in the world to approve a new type of
vaccine called self replication replicon vaccine, and plans to start to
supply it in this fall and winter. The Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry is providing a huge amount of subsidies for this project. And
factories to produce new vaccines are being built one after another in
Japan. I visited these factories directly.

Furthermore, the Japanese government is currently soliciting large scale
clinical trials worth $900 million from pharmaceutical companies that are
taking on the challenge of developing vaccines to prepare for the next
pandemic by Disease X proposed during the Davos conference this
year. It is speculated that the movement by the Japanese government is
part of CEPI Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovation's 100 days
mission, which aims to shorten the time to one third of Operation Warp
Speed. Namely, they are trying to shorten the vaccine business cycle
by developing a vaccine in hundreds of days. This is possible only by
ignoring the human rights perspective. Amendments to the WHO,
International Health Regulation (IHR), and the so called Pandemic Treaty,
which are about to be adopted at the 77th World Health assembly this
year, are attempting to give rationality and legal binding force to such
unscientific and dangerous crazy plans.

If such things continue, there is high risk that Japan made vaccines
will be exported under the guise for false trust. If Japan were to
become a vaccine perpetrator, it would leave irreparable harm to future
generations. Therefore, the actions of Japanese government MUST
BE STOPPED by international collaborations.

Although it has already been three years since I started to give lectures
to educate Japanese people about the dangers of vaccines, it is still
difficult to penetrate through the sound barriers of mainstream media. If
we tell the truth about vaccines on YouTube, it is deleted within a
day. The reality is that we are facing censorship and speech
suppression almost every day.

Therefore, I put my hope in the publication of a book with the last version
of speech and published a book with a title "Withdraw From WHO" It is
difficult to stop this movement because it is now politically hopeless to
change the situation of the Japanese government. The message I would
like to cover convey to the world is that when Disease X occurs in the
future, you should never trust the Japan made vaccine that was
developed in a short period of time in order to protect human rights in
cases of control that transcend national boundaries.

I believe that sharing the truth and countries is so important and that this
is a step towards unity and solidarity. Only through the process of
information exchange between all countries in the world, we can find
hope in the midst of despair. I do hope that my statement will help all of
you to protect your healthy life and your family. Thank you very much for
your attention.

- Prof Masayasu Inoue, Professor Emeritus of Osaka City University
Medical School.
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A Body of Wisdom A Body of Wisdom Apr 10 Liked by Aussie17

We in the west have no idea how much you put on the line, socially, economically, in

every single relationship, to stand up to the agreed-upon system in Japan - he is

calling out the government for doing wrong (“smashing their face” is the translation

of the phrase that could be used to describe what he is doing by making their

wrongdoing known - the one thing you NEVER do in Japanese culture, almost no

matter what)…that comes with huge pressure on him, his family, and everyone he

knows…I pray for him, that he can continue to get the word of truth out to the

Japanese and the world!!

LIKE (80) REPLY (3) SHARE

Midge Mudd Midge’s Newsletter Apr 10 Liked by Aussie17

He has much wisdom

LIKE (23) REPLY SHARE

matt. j.a.o.b matt’s microscopy Apr 10

So true, that's the action of a real Man with an incredibly strong conscience

and convictions. He and his actions should never be forgotten.

LIKE (26) REPLY SHARE

Steve Martin Count Chocula Apr 11 · edited Apr 11 Liked by Aussie17

Professor "Emeritus".

Like the same reason it is mostly retirees that are active around the train

stations around election time, and the youth are mostly silent. The elderly have

little left to lose.

As a 41 year resident of Japan, I know a bit about this because at age 58 and

with 12 more years of "tenure", I was forced to resign in protest. Still, that was

better than a younger Japanese colleague who committed suicide. If you can

read Japanese, or know someone who can, check out soon to be unemployed,

formerly tenured Assistant Prof. Takayuki Miyazawa.

LIKE (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

Pray With Your Legs Pray With Your Legs Apr 11

" What does it profit a man to gain the whole world and lose his soul in the

process? "

Thank you for your great courage and love of your fellow man to make

such a sacrifice.

The speed in which we extricate ourselves from The Great Euthanizing

(the useless eater carbon) is directly proportional to the sacrifices made

by the people.

LIKE (8) REPLY (1) SHARE

Steve Martin Count Chocula Apr 11 · edited Apr 11

Hi PWYL.

Though my professional demise was not directly related to the

plandemic, it was a direct response to the corporate nation-state's

tightening grip on 'educational' institutes, effectively reducing would-

be educators and researchers to disposable bureaucratic

functionaries of the corporate state. Pretty much the same thing

happening in the West.

The good thing, I am still active in the local community, and through

that growing community and close friends (all Japanese), I am able to

financially survive (barely), but emotionally thrive (flourishing).

Cheers from Japan.

steve

Cheers
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Pray With Your Legs Pray With Your Legs Apr 12

“ We resist those in front of us not out of hate but because we

love those behind us. “ Chesterton

God Bless!

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

Steve Martin Count Chocula Apr 12

Well stated!

🥰
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Lori Donnelly Apr 10 Liked by Aussie17

Thank you so much, sir, for warning us about this and making us aware of it. You

are a brave man. 

♥

 God bless you.
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Lori-Gene Martin Apr 10 Liked by Aussie17

Thank you for standing up for human rights with this warning! I take my hat to for to

you and all those speaking out about this. I do not consent to the WHO deciding

who lives and who dies! I pray humanity will heed your warnings! 

🙏
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Prof. Fred Nazar Scientific Progress Apr 10 Liked by Aussie17

The repli-vax are a real threat to the unvaxxed! No freedom to chose not

vaccinating!

Violation of informed consent!!!

The Treaty also includes global censorship: half of substack will be deleted.

What’s your best way to wake-up those who don’t want to open their eyes?

Please share your most effective wake-up strategies.

The more the awakened, the sooner this nightmare will be over!

The most effective strategy is asking about the person’s opinion on some of these

topics:

I start with the 20 million dollar question, while showing videos of baby seizures

(money or babies always get attention):

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/autism-day-shall-we-celebrate-the

If the person doesn’t want to discuss injections, then food is a good start:

Why is food poisoning legal?

How Rumsfeld forced the approval of Aspartame.

Artificial sweeteners, MSG, PFAS, Glyphosate ... go organic!

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/why-is-food-poisoning-legal

Then I’d follow with "Are you opened to see if the actual data matches your

opinion?"

Then I start showing some of the shortcomings of the Pharma industry:Expand full comment
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Joey Joey’s Substack Apr 10 Liked by Aussie17

I can’t thank you enough for all of your work in adding all of these links in one

place! I’ve been scattered here, there, and everywhere putting it all together!

You are absolutely one thousand percent correct about satan and his minions

controlling the world. I hope however, that you also know and believe that all of

this is ushering the return of Jesus Christ our Savior! IF you’ve accepted Him

as your Savior for your sins, that is. The depths and intricacies of all you list,

and much you haven’t, is all Biblically prophetic. It’s truly snowballing! Of

course most choose not to see this, but the Lord said many would be blinded

and deceived, even some elect. Add the coming deception of the UFOS being

aliens and they’re here to “save us” They ARE DEMONS!

The rise of the antichrist is coming with the great tribulation. I pray He comes

for His church beforehand, but I am not convinced of that as some are. I do

KNOW how temporary this world is however, and it’s not long before

destruction. Satan so mistakenly believes he can be above the Holy Creator as

man does. All that have joined his cabal are in for very rude awakenings!

Eternity is excruciatingly long when in hell! I pray for each soul that’s awake to

what’s happening, to come to Christ! Not religion! Just Him! Who died a

horrific death, with all of EACH OF US sins upon Him so we can be right with

God! Took ALL OF YOUR GARBAGE! All the bad you’ve ever done and will do!

To accept His merciful gift of salvation, repent of your bad things in your life

and accept that He did indeed save you, is all He asks! This brings eternity

with Him instead of hell! It’s one or the other, there are no other choices! Why

He chooses to continue to love us, I’ll never understand! We are His children

just like a parent, He loves us. However, we do not think like Him! But thank

Him that He does! We do not deserve it in the least! HE….IS OUR ONLY HOPE!

Time is short my friends! Please seek Him! Blessings to all of you! 

🙏 🙏
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Lauretta Walker Apr 10

JapaneseMDspeaks:

EndThe.WH0!

https://www.aussie17.com/p/a-message-from-japan-to-the-world
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Tony Porcaro Tony’s Newsletter Apr 11

The case of Meloni of Italy is quite shocking in that she did a complete and

sudden departure from her support for sovereignty and traditional values; was

she threatened, bought and paid for, or promised a future position in the WEF

globalist takeover or were all her election promises a sham from the start?

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

American Nobody Nobody's Substack Apr 11 · edited Apr 11

Many speculate that they are all compromised in some fashion. My

operational theory at this point is darker. I think they put the lives of

themselves and their families in danger if the dare object to The Program.

This is akin to the methods used after WW2 to foster communist

takeovers in various European countries. The actual bad actors behind it

all? While I cannot know, I suspect ancient royalty, Nazi offspring, and a

bundling of the uber wealthy the majority of which are atheist Ashkenazi,

all to be seen running around the halls of the WEF and pulling the strings

of the WHO. How's that for a conspiracy theory? The end object would be

a form of feudalism in this model. Welcome to my world. Yea, things look

pretty dark from where I sit.
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Joey Joey’s Substack Apr 11

No, no! You and Honeybee are spot on! It’s very dark indeed! We’re

not even discussing the disgusting child sacrifices happening. Listen

to Jim Cavaziel regarding this. If you dare. It’s stomach turning and

unimaginable. The deception such that all is so seemingly impossible,

people deem it conspiracy theories. Unthinkable. I’m constantly

giving these thoughts up to the Lord who is the great Comforter.

Otherwise I’d be a hot, emotional mess! The GREAT NEWS……it’s alllll

temporary!

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Honeybee Honeybee’s Substack Apr 11 · edited Apr 11

I don't think your ideas fall into the realm of conspiracy one iota.

Simply because we can't pinpoint the bad actors' origin doesn't

invalidate our correct observation and conclusion that a massive

culling has begun. Plus, I do think breakaway civilizations might well

exist. One example would be Nazis continuing their civilization in two

places: Antartica (Operation Highjump has never been declassified.

Why? At the end of WWII, hundreds of German scientists and nearly a

thousand U-boats were missing with no record of their death or

destruction. A German Admiral said his fleet had found a shangri-la

for their Fuhrer in the Antartica.) and U.S. science of any discipline

(aeronautics, medicine, psychiatry, etc.). Operation Paperclip

anyone? What should actually be imprinted on our flag is: "We Are

the Nazis Who Never Died." The gaslighting on this issue is

absolutely insane.
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Joey Joey’s Substack Apr 11

That’s a new one for me. I’ve read stories and seen

documantaries of the top Nazi’s along with Hitler taking those

subs to Argentina. Many of the older citizens remember this.

Many towns look like you’re in Germany and there’s schools with

German insignia on them. They continued the Reich. Many

sizable buildings prove such with lookout towers. Too much to

get into here but you might investigate that. There’s so much

proof of them being there. There were continued human

experiments. Klaus Schwab has been building the Fourth Reich.

Oh! But we’re supposed to buy the Fourth Industrial Revolution

as the title. He’s been training world leaders since the 70’s

placing them in positions of power and influence since. All

members of the WEF are his minions. Which includes a large

majority of our politicians here. Erwin Lutzer writes great books,

one being “When A Nation Forgets God”. The comparisons

between what Hitler did to succeed and what’s happened and

happening here are uncanny. THEY know they’re following the

Nazi playbook! It’s why they’re so adamant about US and the

conservative leaders being like Hitler. If you notice, they do a lot

of mirroring!! A lot!
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Truth101 Truth101’s Substack 19 hrs ago

There are no conservative leaders . Everyone is chosen by

the stinking elites - left and right . Trump and Biden - all the

same F shit

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Shariff Adriel Lazarus Hantu Adventures 

🥶

Apr 10 Liked by Aussie17

Trump should be arrested including all those involved.

LIKE (15) REPLY (1) SHARE

PDG What's News, What's Not Apr 11

Trump was played for a fool. I do not see that happening again. He scares the

hell out of the globalists for a reason.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Lauretta Walker Apr 10 Liked by Aussie17

Shared!
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TrumpFan Apr 10 Liked by Aussie17

What a beautiful human being. Thank you so very much for speaking up and getting

this important message out.
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Cat Apr 11 Liked by Aussie17

Wow! Please pray for the man and his family! He is literally risking his life and

livelihood to bring Truth to the world stage! Please share! Also see the comments

for some incredible info and links held within them! I pray protection over this man

and his family! 

✝ ❤ 🐾 🐾 ✝
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Loic Apr 10 Liked by Aussie17

Hope they’ll let him live. We need the truth to be out there for people to discover.

We are surely up against mass propaganda and censorship across the 1st world.

LIKE (10) REPLY SHARE

Frances Leader Uncensored Apr 10 Liked by Aussie17

Cross-posted for greater reach.

It is appalling to be denied our right to determine our own health.

Thanks for sharing the good professor's warning.
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The BarefootHealer Apr 10 Liked by Aussie17

Another one makes 3. Not enough, no where near enough.

We need one from EVERY country. Each with impeccable records, and without

having made a single $$ profit or benefit from this whole C19 fraud-covering

iatrogenocide, that is what is needed.

And very quickly. If the samRNA (self amplifying) are released, then the human

species and its DNA are gone, full stop.

😐

#nojoke #doesntgetmorereal #ormoreurgent #thisisnotadrill #wearemany

#wearememory #wewillnotforgive #mistakeswereNOTmade #getlocalised

LIKE (10) REPLY (1) SHARE

David Brown Apr 10

Agree.
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Steve Martin Count Chocula Apr 11 · edited Apr 11 Liked by Aussie17

Hi Aussie17,

Just got the heads up about the buzz on X Japan about "tenured" Assistant Prof.

Takayuki Miyazawa being stripped of rights to teach and lead research at Kyoto

University ... for daring to even question the safety of the "speed of science"

regarding these mRNA ... uh ... 'treatments'.

Although the wording of law prevents tenured profs from being "fired" for failure to

comply or buy into a narrative, I know from personal experience, institutions have

101 ways to marginalize disposable employees and force them to quit ...

madogiwazoku for one.

Cheers from Kawasaki

LIKE (8) REPLY (3) SHARE

Aussie17 12 hrs ago Author

I heard about this too, thanks for the confirmation...!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

American Nobody Nobody's Substack Apr 11

Western universities have been turned into absurd jokes, far more political than

anything else. The lessons of Lysenkoism have been long forgotten. I'm

placing a lot of hope on the relative progress and and advancements that will

be made in the likes of China and Russia, who may choose to reject this clear

insanity. Unfortunately, we common people stuck on the wrong side of the new

iron curtain will pay the price for the stupidity and arrogance of our illegitimate

rulers. On the bright side, humanity as a species is far from out of the fight.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Kitsune, Maskless Crusader. Kitsune, Maskless Crusader 12 hrs ago

Form where I sit, humanity is even awake to the fact that a fight is being

waged against it. We here know, but we are few.
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Kitsune, Maskless Crusader. Kitsune, Maskless Crusader 12 hrs ago

Steve, have you been able either through your own understanding of the

language or through a trusted Japanese speaker to verify the translation of

this video and of the identity and position of the speaker? I first started my

substack to counter those in the West who, unwittingly I believe, claimed a MD

from Tokyo advocating for the use of ivermectin was proof of the Japanese

government approving said drug for use against covid. Thus, I am wary of any

claim by a non native Japanese speaker on anything that is happening here in

Japan unless they have some way of verifying what was said, by whom, when

and on what occasion.
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Steve Martin Count Chocula 8 hrs ago Liked by Aussie17

A worthy reason for posting.

My opinion, for all it's worth ... I suspect Aussie17 lives in Japan and / or

has a Japanese spouse because his Japanese is much better than mine.

I guess it is okay to reveal a bit about him because it is scattered in

previous posts, and I am am a paying subscriber. He has worked in Big

Pharma for nearly 20 years ... in Europe, the US, Japan and some smaller

Asian nations. He quit because he refused to take an experimental jab.

Regarding the Prof. ... copy-paste the following into the free DeepL

translation home page ...

⼤阪市⽴⼤学提供 (参考資料 )

⼤阪市⽴⼤学

https://www.osaka-cu.ac.jp › news › files › 2010...

PDF

⼤阪市⽴⼤学⼤学院医学研究科 井上正康教授の研究室では、⽪膚と⽬に

強く照り. つける⽇光が疲労や免疫抑制作⽤などを引き起こすことを実験

で明らかにしてい.

Now returning to my lane and certifications. You might want to re-think

that Bic and burn barrel narrative.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Kitsune, Maskless Crusader. Kitsune, Maskless Crusader 8 hrs ago

Interactions after I asked you have be suspecting they were there.

Was about to ask, actually.

When I see some evidence, and I mean actual evidence that more

than a Bic was used in windy conditions, I will reconsider. Thus far I

have seen nothing that cannot be seen at the museum for the fires of

the 1923 earth quake in Japan or the back yard burn barrel of my

youth.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Just call me Jack Totality of Evidence News Apr 10 Liked by Aussie17

Thakn you for finding all your international videos and taking the time to add

transcriptions.
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David Brown Apr 10 Liked by Aussie17

Thankyou A17 much appreciated and timely!
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Jean-Baptiste Guillory Jean-Baptiste Guillory's Subst… Apr 11 Liked by Aussie17

Nope. WHO, experts, doctors, nobody is approaching me, under any

circumstances, with a syringe in plain view. Nobody. It is a weapon, manifestly, and I

view it the same as a knife. It is a deadly weapon masquerading as a medical

instrument. History has proven this so.
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American Nobody Nobody's Substack Apr 11 Liked by Aussie17

This is inherently disturbing. He asserts that the government of Japan has been

turned and calls on international actors to step in, yet recognizes international

actors such as the WHO and CEPI are prime bad drivers of it all. I share fully his

concerns, but see no solution in his formula. My own solutions are apparently

disconnected from reality, however. Unless we get a mass death or other such

world event that fundamentally alters the dynamics of this situation, I'm having a

very hard time seeing any way out of the trap humanity has been shoved in. Sorry,

just being honest.
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Wayne MacKenzie Apr 10 Liked by Aussie17

Shedding may be come a real problem.
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Metta Zetty BeyondC19.net Apr 10 · edited Apr 10

Shedding already is a very real problem:

> https://workflowy.com/s/beyond-covid-

19/SoQPdY75WJteLUYx#/bb8062b655eb

And with self-replicating vaccines, informed consent will be *impossible* ~

and *everyone* will be put at risk, vaxxed and unvaxxed alike:

> https://workflowy.com/s/beyond-covid-

19/SoQPdY75WJteLUYx#/8fb305694aad
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Ready for more?

Niki News from my Tibetan life Apr 10 Liked by Aussie17

😱

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Wayne MacKenzie Apr 10 Liked by Aussie17

Agreed, depending on the situation, shedding from others is manageable. If an

unfaxed person has intimate relations with a faxed person that is a real problem

Now if we self-replicating vaccines then I agree we have a problem. Our only hope

these vaccines will not make it over to the west.
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Honeybee Honeybee’s Substack Apr 11 · edited Apr 11 Liked by Aussie17

Thank you, Prof. Inoue!! A brave, brave man!!

Today we read from "Exposing the Darkness": "HORRIFYING: 16 Times More

Deaths Among COVID Vaccinated Population - Official Data."

https://lionessofjudah.substack.com/p/horrifying-16-times-more-deaths-among?

publication_id=581065&post_id=143482462&triggerShare=true&isFreemail=true&

r=2of35e&triedRedirect=true

The Global eugenists can gaslight all they like; their ideas, from depriving society of

energy on which to farm and live to utter stupidity like "The Line" or Noem being

built in Saudi Arabia, reveal unrealistic expectations built from insulated wealth. I

hope we have the chance one day to introduce them to an equivalent scene from

"Clockwork Orange."
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Helene krohn Apr 10

Our bodies do not have an "immune" system, but a "cleansing" system.

"Viruses" as tiny intercellular parasites that we are indoctrinated to believe - do not

exist!

But "virus" (in good old Latin) = poison is real. Our bodies react to e.g. toxins that

we ingest/smoke/inject or are exposed to in the environment we move in - or

changes in the amount of radiation we are constantly exposed to - or an unhealthy

diet. Influenza is our body's cleansing system at work

😊 🌻

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

S.R. Carson Beneath the Surface with S.R. C… 3 hrs ago

For anyone with a background in microbiology, this is absolutely ridiculous.

The complete misunderstanding of terrain theory perpetrated by Stefan Lanka,

Kaufman, Cowan, et al, does a great disservice to the freedom community by

making us look like idiots. Viruses do indeed exist. We have a virome. We have

more viral DNA than human DNA. While allopathic medicine is the peddling of

poisons for profit and germ theory is far too rigid and ignores the important

understandings and wisdom of traditional medicine, the idea being bandied

about on the Internet that there are no infectious microorganisms and that

everything is nebulous "toxins" - which also are never "isolated" and shown to

exist, I might add, is probably demoralizing PsyOp from the globalists to divide

the freedom movement and destroy any semblance of a shared reality

construct.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Zonder Reden Geoengineering and Consent Apr 12 Liked by Aussie17

Thanks. Once again the vax is revealed to be nothing more than a business model,

a deadly one at that.

https://zonderreden.substack.com/p/vax-as-a-buine-model

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Thumbnail Green Oxymoron’s Substack Apr 12 Liked by Aussie17

Fucken thanks Aussie17. God bless your efforts to share things like this.
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Joey Joey’s Substack Apr 11 Liked by Aussie17

My gratitude for this man, and the many thousands around the world, goes beyond

thank you! We need to pray for this gentleman, along with all truth exposing people!

Their lives are truly at risk! Each are courageous for stepping up and out! They

stand against real evil, as we must ALL do! As in all other issues, we will answer to

our Creator regarding whether we did or did not! Personally, I desire nothing else

aside from hearing Him say, “Well done my faithful servant!”

The world as is, is temporary and time grows short. Please seek Christ as your

personal Savior! Nothing regarding religion! A relationship with Christ who died a

horrific death for each of us, that we’d be right before God! A merciful gift, not

earned, not deserved. Only His love for us!
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PDG What's News, What's Not Apr 11 Liked by Aussie17

Same shit different country. The war started years ago. This time it is not country

against country. It is freedom against tyranny without borders. Inoue is a true

patriot on our side. We have the numbers, they have all the corrupt systems,

especially the media. They rig all elections. However, this is coming to a head.

When they steal the next US election, they may have a real insurrection on their

hands. If they cannot steal that election, it will be a great victory for our side.
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Aznasimage Aznasimage’s Newsletter 15 hrs ago

Is Civil War possible if neccessary?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

PDG What's News, What's Not 5 hrs ago

My guess is no. The Western populace, for the most part is entirely

complacent. Especially the younger generations who just want their

phones and social media. How many likes they get is more important than

their future. The globalists know this and are counting on it.
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Tim Holt Tim’s Substack Apr 11 Liked by Aussie17

Japan is waking

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Frank Smith Apr 11 Liked by Aussie17

What a future to look forward to!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Leonora Apr 11 Liked by Aussie17

🙏

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Tim Holt Tim’s Substack Apr 11 Liked by Aussie17

Overthrow the kishida government and jail Obamas fucking commie Ron Emmanuel

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Tim Holt Tim’s Substack Apr 11 Liked by Aussie17

Ron Emmanuel and Kishida must be ended

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Proton Magic Proton Magic & Co. Apr 11

Notice he reifies the virus existence in multiple places like, "intramuscular injection

of VIRAL GENES to produce toxic SPIKE PROTEINS directly in human tissues to

STIMULATE IMMUNE SYSTEM."

He should know there is no virus by now. This will largely fall on deaf ears here,

most all companies and govt offices tell their workers to get all the shots and only

people with serious allergic illnesses opt out medically, and very few persons in

Japan question the narrative and peer-pressure is very strong here.

So this guy is one of those, "the medical system needs to be better" guys. It's

propaganda opposition.
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Zonder Reden Geoengineering and Consent Apr 12

It looks like that, that's true. But at the same time he is warning against a

"guise for false trust." Remember, most people still believe there was a 'virus' -

to take that away will hamper their listening capacity... The vax as business

model: https://zonderreden.substack.com/p/vax-as-a-buine-model
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Proton Magic Proton Magic & Co. Apr 12

Thanks, unfortunately the warning for false trust won't get very far with

the people here. And since he is full on virus....well he's not welcome at

my sushi bar.
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Zonder Reden Geoengineering and Consent Apr 12

Well, i know what you are saying, and it must be said that you are

right... I'm just trying to find a chip of diamond amongst the rubble.

Admittedly, it's enabling the 'virus' lie. Plus the 'virus' was the axioma

of this forced injection experiment; we should all know better by now.

Without this invisible 'virus' that you can attribute all these constant

mutations to (where are they now?), to keep stirring the pot and

frighten people into more injections, the experiment would not have

fared as well. It had nothing to do with a pandemic or a 'deadly virus.'

Nothing at all....The virus was just a handy spook tool to get people to

quiver and comply. Respect to those who saw through it.
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Proton Magic Proton Magic & Co. Apr 12 · edited 11 hrs ago

Thanks ZR, unfortunately few in this comment section are aware.

The Japanese are still getting Covid shots and the next shots

(probably for measles) are already heating up in the Japanese

media as in my recent post

https://protonmagic.substack.com/p/measles-mafia-lands-in-

japan

The vid today is an infomercial disguised as opposition. Take

care.
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S.R. Carson Beneath the Surface with S.R. C… 3 hrs ago

Oh no. More unhinged "Covid does not exist" people doing their sea lioning

with the routine they all pull...

LIKE REPLY SHARE

salialioli 13 hrs ago

I trust his knowledge more than I trust yours, frankly. And your sushi bar is of

no interest in this context.

What is meant by 'viral genes' is exactly right: a viral action is one that

operates 'as' a virus—no, genes are not viruses, they are behaving 'like'

viruses. I couldn't think of a better metaphor myself. If you knew more about

the process you would understand what he means. The mRNA 'gene therapy',

so-called, is dangerous BECAUSE YOU CANNOT SWITCH THE "VIRAL"

REPLICATING FUNCTION OFF. Are you implying there is no such thing as an

immune system to switch off? Hope not!
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Proton Magic Proton Magic & Co. 11 hrs ago · edited 11 hrs ago

I agree the vaxes are dangerous, but that is not what my comment was

about, it is about this Dr's pushing viral attributes though no Covid virus

(Sars-CoV-2) has ever been found, so there can be no viral mRNA, nor

any viral replicating function. Is there mRNA in the shot? Unproven, no one

has an mRNA to Spike protein dose-response curve and in an FOI to the

CDC, the CDC does not have any data on Spike from the shot.

https://www.fluoridefreepeel.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/CDC-no-

purified-spike-protein-PACKAGE-to-Dec-16-redacted.pdf

To get viral genes you must first have a virus object purified and isloated,

then you can get the genome. There is no paper finding Sars-CoV-2 as an

actual object, the genes are only a fabricated alphabet from computer

software called Trinity and Megahit. I suppose you just havn't read the

seminal paper said to "discover" Sars-CoV-2, here I'll give it to you for

your enjoyment and pleasure;

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-2008-3

If you think it is proven because it fits with prior corona viruses, well none

of them have been found as an actual object either. Near the top here:

https://pastebin.com/PsXCQmGZ

Under, "HAVE ANY HUMAN CORONAVIRUSES BEEN ISOLATED? "

If you are normally inquisitive, great, please show research papers and

quote the methods sections for us. If you just want to argue further, you

will just out yourself as disingenuous.
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CozzyCorner

🪔

Apr 11

Thank you Professor. It is an honor to hear your message of caution and insight

ahead of what the future holds involving Japan and research. I pray that Abba

Father in Heaven guides you and proetects you and your family as you disclose

important information to warn the world.

Clinical trials take 5-10 years. It involves phases 1 -4. Internal Review Boards (IRB)

keeps the integrity of the trials in check with the PI researchers,Nurses and steps

needed for proper outcomes. One factor always #1 is Informed Consent to the

Human Test Subject. Full disclosure of trial drugs, novel or not, is required 100%.

Not following the stated formats of the research in the clinical trials from

enrollements,consents, disenrollements, conflicts of interests, etc, makes the study

Disqualified/Null and Void. All is stopped immediately. 1 death of a Human Test

Subject stops the research trial.

It has been difficult to witness the chikanery that started in 2020 to the world.

— Former Clinical Trial Research Nurse (Oncology) 

🙏 ❤
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Louis Côté Global Eugenics Inc’s Substack Apr 11

"The message I would like to cover convey to the world is that when Disease X

occurs in the future, you should never trust the Japan made vaccine that was

developed in a short period of time in order to protect human rights in cases of

control that transcend national boundaries."

ONE MORE LIMITED HANGOUT TO KEEP THE SCIENTIFIC PARASITE CLASS PLAYS

HIS BUFFER ROLE TO AVOID THE USELESS EATERS (AND THINKERS) TO REACH

THE TOP OF THE PYRAMID, FUCK THEM ALL IN THE ARSE AND THROW THEM

DOWNFALL OF THEIR FAKE EMPIRE OF SCI-FI LIES

Please suckstacks readers and writers, re-read carefully for me what the good

japanese doctor has just said, and meditate on how to catch reality flying between,

under and over the lines in the light of the following questions and assumptions (as

Wittgenstein would say coming out of Bertrand Russel's eugenics/ethics office)

coming after the good doctor affirmations:

1) Disease X (or other bird, cat or bat flu disease, whatever, porn fear always work

with the herds) WILL occurs in the future. Have you ever herad of Arthur

Firstenberg book that invalidate all germs and vaccines theories and leave us alone

in an electricity and waves soup sickening us all? Whatever. Seems the rainbow still

invisible, even for them who has read the book.

2) "Good" vaccines cannot be developped in short period of times. Ok. Meaning: if

the sci-fi heroes in white coats got up early enough and work hard, we will have

good, safe and effective vaccines, and no more Warp Speed. Yeah! Long live Bobby

Kennedy and his little truthers!

3) Vaccines protects human rights? All rice then. I do not see the relation. Anyways.

Whatever. But if you do, what more can I say? Punch you in the face and wait for a

result?

4) I don't get the control thing. Must be a foreign language issue. Control should (or

should not) transcend national boundaries? Control of what? Diseases? What

diseases? X diseases? The ones made in the labs by the gnome in chief Fauci in

Ukraine (another hard-to-dissolve fairy tale that keeps the useless eaters in the

wrong direction)? Humm... Don't get japanese shots, but get national ones,

according to your govs? Controls ops that does transcend national boudaries are

bad, but the ones that stays national are okay?

Don't you see the trap you're in? Don't you get the round up? Don't you feel the

circle game? Poisoners formed anti-poisoners teams, to keep the babbling sc-fi

white coats monopole lead the game. Red or blue, a pill still a pill, no? I know

nobody get me right. You know what? I don't care speaking in the deserts to thirsty

herds of goats whining after the white coats herders and Plato's phulakes. Taking

sleeping pills while awakening won't do you any good.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

S.R. Carson Beneath the Surface with S.R. C… 3 hrs ago · edited 3 hrs ago

Arthur Firstenberg, while he has written an excellent book on the history of

EMF and EMR and how it intersects with human health, does NOT - even

remotely - invalidate models of infectious disease pathology. Not even close.

What he showed was that significant increases of electrification often saw

parallels with global pandemic like illnesses attributed to infectious

microorganisms. Of course there is plenty of research that shows that

exposure to EMF and EMR can increase virulence and pathogenicity of

microorganisms. The idea that electrification can be blamed for all infectious

disease etiology and all known pathogens is absurd. Likewise the utter

misunderstanding of terrain theory seen across the freedom movement by

people who take Lanka, Kaufman, Cowan as gospel - the pied pipers of

bastardized terrain theory and their bands of true believers trying to sea lion

the internet into submission, is embarrassing...

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Aznasimage Aznasimage’s Newsletter 15 hrs ago

I imagine that life as he knows it will be over. Such bravery in the U.S. would also be

punished, which leaves a lingering question of severity.

Warnings such as this should be heard by everyone. Alarms should be sounding in

every Country.
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alex Apr 11

new medi sin es no longer need safety testing for the vaxxed genetically modyfied

people ... because ... they dont have human rights ... because they are no longer

considered humans because... they are no longer made exclusivally by God made in

Gods image and likeness ,,, but are genetically modyfied [ changed ] with mrna

vaxxes .... please good God help the demon possesed pshycopathic world leaders

and their knowing and not knowing supporters return to goodness and truth

...https://thereisnopandemic.net/2022/02/26/legal-impact-of-mrna-vaccines-chile-

enacts-anti-discrimination-against-mutants-law-24-february-2022/Legalized FDA

non-regulation of biological products effective May 2, 2019, by Federal Register

Final Rule, signed by then-FDA Commissioner Scott Gottlieb.
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Lauretta Walker 14 mins ago

https://open.substack.com/pub/sashalatypova/p/vsrf-discussion-on-mrna-in-food-

supply

They aren't done yet.
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Panama Dusa Brainbow 2 hrs ago

My son's pediatrician was very angry after she learned that he didn't catch COVID

and had never been vaccinated for it. So, she gave him a diagnosis of cancer out of

spite. We spent thousands of dollars to get more tests that our insurance wouldn't

cover. They tried to get CPS to take him away to force treatment. Be careful about

telling doctors that you weren't vaccinated.
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s r s’s Substack 10 hrs ago

Nope, all ready knew! Never stunned me never took the poison jab. Just received

the spike protein shedding from the jabbed idiot sheep!
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Kitsune, Maskless Crusader. Kitsune, Maskless Crusader 12 hrs ago

Do we know who provided the translation in to English?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Aussie17 12 hrs ago Author

me using AI tools and some manual corrections.
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Kitsune, Maskless Crusader. Kitsune, Maskless Crusader 12 hrs ago

Liked by Aussie17

Okay, so you ran the translation through by yourself. Thanks.
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Kitsune, Maskless Crusader. Kitsune, Maskless Crusader 10 hrs ago

May I ask for the source of the video? I tried tracking down any

information online but found none, not surprising.
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Aussie17 10 hrs ago Author

its at the end of my article
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Kitsune, Maskless Crusader. Kitsune, Maskless Crusader

10 hrs ago

Sorry, I meant the video of the Ikebukuro protest. Have lots of

distractions around me today.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Aussie17 10 hrs ago Author

You can search for Ikebukuro 池袋

and Pandemic Treaty パンデミック条約

in twitter.

Here's one of the top result

https://twitter.com/aromataniere/status/17790131241103607

22
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Kitsune, Maskless Crusader. Kitsune, Maskless Crusader

9 hrs ago

Thanks, that did it. Including パンデミック条約 in the

search pulls up lots of social media posts, including on

YouTube.
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Kitsune, Maskless Crusader. Kitsune, Maskless Crusader

9 hrs ago

Thanks again. I do not have a twitter account, just

YouTube and here. Will see what I can find with this.
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Kitsune, Maskless Crusader. Kitsune, Maskless Crusader

10 hrs ago

Thanks again.
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